St Dominic’s School Community Values and Expectations
Being a part of St Dominic’s School’s community means you are committed to the school motto
‘achieve ambitious goals and live life to the full’. Staff at St Dominic’s will help you so that:

1) We are all respectful
How will I know when I am getting it right?
Rewards




I will get my ‘polite’ point in lessons
I will get Positive Slips for being ‘respectful’
I will get my ‘polite’ point in lessons

Reminders







I will use respectful language about myself and others
I will choose appropriate words when I am reminded to ‘restate with respect’
I will respond to SCP reminders using ‘we prefer polite’
I will treat school equipment with respect
I will treat others with respect
I will listen respectfully following SCP ‘have your say’ prompts

2) We are all responsible members of our community
How will I know I am getting it right?
Rewards



I will get POINTs certificates
I will get Positive Slips for ‘showing support’ and ‘responsible’ behaviour

Reminders




I will follow instructions
I will respond to SCP reminders to ‘show support’ and ‘make the right choice’
I will follow the rules of my contract if I have responsibility for Student Voice, House Captain
or an Equality Champion

3) We all try our best
How will I know when I am getting it right?
Rewards




I will get Positive Slips for ‘trying something new’ and ‘above and beyond’
I will get my ‘on task’ and ‘never giving up’ points in lessons
I will be given praise that helps me know what I have done well using SCP ‘Well done’

Reminders




I will respond to SCP reminders to ‘stay on track’ in my lessons
I will respond to WWW and EBI comments

4) We all make safe choices
How will I know when I am getting it right?
Rewards



I will get Positive Slips for ‘safe’ behaviour
I will get my ‘in on time’ point in lessons

Reminders





I will be in the right places at the right times according to my timetable
I will give everyone their ‘personal space’ (SCP)
I will stay in bounds at all times
I will respond to SCP ‘make the right choice’

5) We all learn from our mistakes
How will I know when I am getting it right?
Rewards


I will get my ‘talking it out’ point

Reminders






I will respond to SCP reminders to ‘make the right choice’
I will use time, space and support when it is offered
I will use the chance to repair relationships with others
I will be able to recognise that making mistakes is part of learning and that ‘oops is okay’
I will accept the consequences of my behaviour; this is part of putting it right

